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Executive Summary 
 
There are some reasons to work on this topic. Medicare doesn’t compensate that 

much because of the strict compensation policy. Due to the policy constraint, medical 
report for compensation is required. The size of tumor cannot really show the severity 
which is contrary to the policies nowadays. And the most expensive treatment, target 
therapy content, will not be paid. That’s why the cancer insurance products come out – 
try to complement the gap that Medicate doesn’t cover. However, the general cancer 
insurance actually can’t include all the details since the treatments of the cancers depend 
on the type of the cancer. Therefore, patients’ pain points still remain and we should 
make some efforts on it.  

 
Our business goal is to provide the cancer crude rate forecasts for better insurance 

products design which helps patients to gain compensation they deserved. Specific cancer 
may occur in certain gender with greater possibilities. Therefore, we decide to forecast 
among different genders and choose Top 3 cancer crude rate forecasts in each gender as 
prototypes for Insurance Companies. Finally, we set our forecasting goal for providing 
Insurance Companies the forecasts of TOP 3 cancer crude rate each gender for 4 years. 

 
The yearly cancer crude rate dataset that we use comes from the government website. 

After trying various methods for each series, we include different external information 
series. However, we didn’t use those series to optimize our forecast models at last 
because the models’ performance didn’t get well. We choose one best model among Naive, 
Holt, Regression, Neural Network, and ARIMA. Finally, we generate cancer crude rate 
forecasts, use empirical rolling-forward method to plot histogram and find out the 
forecast intervals. We then compare the best model to the ensemble method. 

 
The recommendations for forecasts implementation are stated as four main points.  

First, the forecasting models we built are the prototypes. The ensemble model is for 
generating forecasts for all cancers and we set the best one model as premium package 
for Insurance Companies. Compare to ensemble model, the performance and the 
forecasting accuracy of choosing the best one model on each cancer would be higher. 
Second, Insurance Companies can design better cancer portfolio insurance. By doing so, 
customers may receive enough compensation they deserved. Third, as long as people know 
that these Insurance Companies provide the new products which are meet their needs, 
Insurance Companies can make profits and establish good reputation in the long run 
because of solving the customer's pain points. Last but not least, Insurance Companies can 
take some marketing strategies and CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) actions. For 
instance, they can promote products to customers with low risk of getting cancer by 
telling them what factors will cause cancer. The project we proposed can surely benefit 
both Insurance Companies and customers in the future.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 Problem Description 
 
Patient diagnosed with cancer is considered one of the most devastating things in the 

world. It is not only because the painfulness or uncertainty of treatments but also 
immense costs for those treatments. Although there are government-based Medicare and 
other cancer-related insurances in the market already, but those products still cannot 
fulfil patients’ need due to following reasons 

 
i) Medicare doesn’t compensate much due to strict compensation policies; meanwhile, 

the complicated application procedure is also time-consuming. 
 

ii) “Cancer Insurance for all kind of cancers” has lots of limitation for applying the 
compensation and it does not compensate much. 

 
In order to address this problem, we would like to provide insurance companies with 

Cancer Crude Rate prediction so they can better design their cancer insurance products 
that really solve patients’ pain points. 

 
 Business Goal 

 

We would like to provide insurance companies with our forecasts on specific cancers 
as prototype so they can use it to predict each incidence of cancers and design better 
insurance products which can really help patients to get compensation they deserved. 

 

 Forecasting Goal 
 

We would like to provide Insurance Companies the forecasts of TOP 3 cancer crude 
rate in each gender for 4 years since year 2013. 

❖ Yt :the incidence of Top 3 Cancer in each gender of the series at time period t  
❖ Ft :the forecasted incidence of Top 3 Cancer in each gender . 
❖ Forecast Horizon : 4 years 
❖ k :1,2,3, 4 

 Data Description 
 

The dataset we used is from Taiwan Ministry of Health and Welfare. The dataset 
capture yearly cancer crude rate in Taiwan from 1979 to 2013. We chose TOP 3 cancer 
crude rate in each gender so we have 6 series in total and 35 records in each series. 

 

1. Measurement 
Cancer Crude Rate is measuring how many people in 100,000 people who get or die 
from each cancer in that year. Here is the formula of Cancer Crude Rate: 

                  
                                        

                         
         

 

2. Data Limitation  
As a result of the data collecting process, there are 2.5 years of time delay which 
means the latest available data is year 2013. Therefore, we set our forecast horizon 
as 4 years.  



3. Data Demonstration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
4. External Information 

In order to optimize the performance, we include different external information 
series into the models, such as yearly working hours, average alcohol consumption, 
mean of unemployment rate and screening rate etc. (See Appendix A) For instance, 
Yearly Working Hours is included for colorectal and liver cancer forecasts since we 
infer that people may have higher chance to get those cancers under high working 
pressure. However, there are two main issues about implementation. First, lack of 
records, many of the series we found were too short compared to our original data. 
Second, time lag, the cancer series only available until year 2013 so we have to apply 
lag-1 or lag-2 into external series which makes the useful records even less.  
 

 Forecasting Solutions 
 
First of all, we tried different methods for each series and then included some 

relevant external information by using R. After the process of trial and error, we revealed 
that the models for 6 series including external information do not have better 
performance because of the data time lag. Therefore, we decided to exclude the external 
information.  

 
Second, we ensemble these 4 models together with same weight for each series after 

building up Naïve, Holt, ARIMA, Linear/Exponential and Regressions models. (See Appendix 
B) We excluded Neural Networks model because of the overfitting problem. We evaluated 
the MAPE, RMSE, forecast error, residuals (See Appendix C) and forecast intervals with 
empirical rolling-forwards method. (See Appendix D) of 6 models and then generate the 
future forecasts, from 2014 to 2017. We use Naïve Forecast model as our benchmark.   

 
Third, we choose the best one model and ensemble for each. Results are as followed:  

Table 1 Sample of 10 rows of  

Male Cancer Rates Data 

Figure 1 Time series of Male 

Top 3 Cancers 

Table 2 Sample of 10 rows of  

Female Cancer Rates Data  

Figure 2 Time series of Female 

Top 3 Cancers 



Male Top 1 Cancer - Colorectal  
ARIMA is the best model with lowest forecast 
error rate in validation period, test set in R. 
We generate forecasts from both ARIMA and 
Ensemble method for male colorectal cancer.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 Male Top 2 Cancer – Liver 
Naive is the best model with lowest forecast 
error rate in validation period, test set in R. 
We generate forecasts from both Naive and 
Ensemble for male liver cancer. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Male Top 3 Cancer – Lung 
Holt is the best model with lowest forecast 
error rate in validation period, test set in R. 
We generate forecasts from both Holt and 
Ensemble for male lung cancer. 
 

 

  
 
 
 

 
Female Top 1 Cancer – Breast 
Holt is the best model with lowest forecast 
error rate in validation period, test set in R. We 
generate forecasts from both Holt and Ensemble 
for female breast cancer. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Female Top 2 Cancer – Colorectal 
ARIMA is the best model with lowest forecast 
error rate in validation period, test set in R. 
We generate forecasts from both ARIMA and 
Ensemble for female colorectal cancer. 
 

Table 4 Male Colorectal Cancer Forecast Error 

Table 3 Male Colorectal Cancer Real Forecasts 

Table 5 Male Liver Cancer Real Forecasts 

Table 6 Male Liver Cancer Forecast Error 

Table 7 Male Lung Cancer Real Forecasts 

Table 9 Female Breast Cancer Real Forecasts 

Table 9 Female Breast Cancer Forecast Error 

Table 8 Male Lung Cancer Forecast Error 

Table 11 Female Colorectal Cancer Real Forecasts 

Table 10 Female Breast Cancer Forecast Error 



 
 
 
 

 
Female Top 3 Cancer – Lung 
Holt is the best model with lowest forecast 
error rate in validation period, test set in R. We 
generate forecasts from both Holt and Ensemble 
method for male colorectal cancer. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 Conclusion 
According to our data series, the main constraint we faced is 2.5 years data delay as the 
result of the process of data collection and confirmation of government. We set our 
window as 4 years because of 2.5 years data delay with one year insurance product design 
and implementation. This issue limits us to get the latest information and forecasts with 
higher accuracy. Apart from that, we sort out four recommendations for insurance 
companies based on our process above. 
 
1. Top 3 Cancer forecasts as Prototypes – Ensemble vs. Best Model 
    We use Top3 cancer forecasts methods as prototypes, and take ensemble method as one 
time basic option and best model as premium. If insurance companies want to use 
advanced method, the best model, they need to pay more to get more accurate forecast, 
or they can just use ensemble method to get cancer crude rate forecast. 
 
2. Cancer Portfolio Insurance Design 
   It’s kind of risky for customers to buy certain cancer insurance so we would like to 
suggest the company to design a portfolio or bundle-like cancer insurance as well. Then, 
the compensation can be higher (compared to the all cancers) and the risk (of not 
diagnosed with certain cancer he/she buys) is lower for the customers. The insurance 
companies can make profits based on the actuary’s computation and the bundle design. 
 
3. Long-term Profits  
   Taiwanese people nowadays find out that the “cancer insurance” can’t provide them 
enough assurance. As long as people know that these Insurance Companies provide the 
product which meets their needs, they would like to choose it instead of other companies’ 
products. Although designing the products that can’t probably “maximize” the company’s 
profit, but they can earn money and establish good reputation in the long run because of 
solving the customer’s pain points and customers know their products really helpful. 
 
4. Marketing Strategy & CSR Campaign 
   Insurance companies can take some other marketing strategies. For instance, they can 
promote those products for those lower risky customers. They can not only educate the 
customers that which kind of food or lifestyle is good for them, but also take the company 
CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) actions, such as building a health-education website 
for spreading the health-concept. These actions can not only help insurance companies to 
gain better reputation but also reduce the possibility for their customers to get cancers. 
With reduction of prevalence among customers, companies can gain more profit from it 

Table 12 Female Breast Cancer Forecast Error 

Table 13 Female Lung Cancer Real Forecasts 

Table 14 Female Lung Cancer Forecast Error 



Appendix A – External Information 
 

This figure shows considerable external factor on each cancer for linear regression. 
 

 
 

Appendix B – Forecast Models 
 

Forecast Models of TOP3 Cancer in each gender. 
Each graphs show the forecast model with different methods on each cancer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Appendix C – Residuals 
 

Residuals of Forecast model of TOP3 Cancer in each gender 
Each graphs show the residuals of each forecast model with different methods on each 
cancer. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix D - Prediction Interval 
 

The graphs and table show the prediction interval of forecast from 2014 to 2017 of Best-
One model on each cancer. 
“Built-in” - the prediction interval comes from the R model. 
“Empirical” - the prediction interval comes from Empirical Roll-Forward. 
 
Male 

 

  

Male - Colorectal 
Lower  

( Built-in ) 
Upper  

( Built - in ) 
Lower  

( Empirical ) 
Upper 

 ( Empirical ) 
1 Step Ahead -13.02847 13.02847 -3.340696 4.185142 
2 Step Ahead -15.91821 15.91821 -3.226496 6.153105 
3 Step Ahead -19.92613 19.92613 -2.79681 7.566996 
4 Step Ahead -24.92542 24.92542 -2.250277 8.245619 

Male - Liver 
Lower  

( Built-in ) 
Upper 

(Built - in)  
Lower  

( Empirical ) 
Upper 

 ( Empirical ) 
1 Step Ahead -5.54008 5.54008 -1.775 5.549 
2 Step Ahead -7.83485 7.83485 1.0905 9.9505 
3 Step Ahead -9.5957 9.5957 1.571 14.9285 

4 Step Ahead -11.08016 11.08016 2.009 19.171 

Male - Lung 
Lower  

( Built-in ) 
Upper  

( Built - in ) 
Lower  

( Empirical ) 
Upper  

( Empirical ) 
1 Step Ahead -4.7723 4.7723 -3.466787 2.885311 
2 Step Ahead -5.3165 5.3165 -5.596635 3.448938 
3 Step Ahead -6.01438 6.01439 -4.872683 3.941398 
4 Step Ahead -6.8511 6.8511 -5.585939 5.422609 

 
 
 



Female 

 
 

Female - Breast 
Lower  

( Built-in ) 
Upper  

( Built - in ) 
Lower 

 ( Empirical ) 
Upper  

( Empirical ) 
1 Step Ahead -11.80055 11.80054 0.8905 6.4335 
2 Step Ahead -14.13383 14.13384 2.0135 11.455 
3 Step Ahead -16.62057 16.62057 4.5325 15.895 
4 Step Ahead -19.15198 19.15198 6.457 20.2845 

Female - Colorectal 
Lower  

( Built-in ) 
Upper  

( Built - in ) 
Lower 

 ( Empirical ) 
Upper  

( Empirical ) 
1 Step Ahead -13.02847 13.02847 -3.340696 4.185142 
2 Step Ahead -15.91821 15.91821 -3.226496 6.153105 
3 Step Ahead -19.92613 19.92613 -2.79681 7.566996 
4 Step Ahead -24.92542 24.92542 -2.250277 8.245619 

Female - Lung 
Lower  

( Built-in ) 
Upper  

( Built - in ) 
Lower 

 ( Empirical ) 
Upper  

( Empirical ) 
1 Step Ahead -5.200233 5.200233 -1.185097 2.102325 
2 Step Ahead -6.627085 6.627085 -1.863896 2.405845 
3 Step Ahead -8.369088 8.369088 -2.400384 3.265269 
4 Step Ahead -10.39497 10.39497 -3.015806 4.447905 

 


